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Main goals
 Implement plume models (SPT100, PPS1350, 

PPS5000, RIT4, RIT10, RIT22, HEMP, T5, T6, 
InFEEP, CsFEEP) in SPIS in order to simulate the 
plasma environment generated by EP around 
spacecraft and validate them

 Perform system simulations taking into account 
the EP grounding configuration (floating, 
grounded, resistor…) wrt to main S/c ground:
 Predict the S/c floating potential during EP firing
 Help predicting the neutraliser electron current
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Study approach

RIT4 test: different neutraliser 
configurations (presentation 

IEPC-2011-014)

Validation of the system 
tool

Applications to Bepi-
Colombo, Smart1 and 

SmallGEO

Plume models 
specification

Plume models validation & optimization

Plume models 
implementation

Plume database
Astrium Toulouse

•Astrium Lampoldshausen

•Univ. of Giessen

•ESA ESTEC EPL

Fotec (formerly AIT)

Implementation of NTR 
modelling method

*Before CCN
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Plume Models Philosophy
 Fast ions (singly, doubly charged) and neutrals 

are injected at thruster’s exit plane
 Different density distributions and velocity models over the 

surface have been implemented and can be selected

 Carge-exchange ions (CEX) are modelled with 
the Monte-Carlo Collision (MCC) method
 Fast neutrals produced by a CEX collision are not simulated
 Elastic collisions are not currently implemented in SPIS (but 

could be)
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Easy access to plume models from UI
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Plume Models Validation: Plume Axis

Excellent fit of 
measured currents 
in the plume axis 
for all thrusters!
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Plume Models Validation: High angles

CEX region: same 
order of magnitude 

but slight 
underestimation wrt 

on-ground data!

Ratio ~ 3.5

Ratio ~ 1.5
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SPT100 Current Density: Comparison 
with Flight Data (Express Satellites)

SPT100 Ion Current Density in Flight Conditions
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Experimental: Manzella SP1-A-219-PF(90)-Flight

SPIS 4

Simulated backflow 
current within 

experimental values

Good fit in the axis up to 
20°

Probably slight overestimation at 
30-50° but few expe points
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System simulations: modelling of 
interconnectors
 There are hundreds of IC (of millimetric sizes) 

with potentials biases of 0 to 50 or 100V wrt to Sc 
ground and distributed between the solar cells

 At system level plasma probably does not « feel » 
IC potentials due to screening by dielectrics.

 Approach (compatible with « neutrality » only!): 
« rough » geometrical and electric potential 
simplification + physical model for electron 
collection
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Modelling of interconnectors
 A modification on the code allows not taking into 

account the IC potential to calculate the local 
electric field -> otherwise, CEX ions (E<20eV) 
would be repelled and no pasma would reach IC

 Neutrality approach (Poisson not solved) does not 
model the sheathes -> plasma conditions on 
surfaces correspond to those outside the sheath

 Collected electron current -> OML equations: 
 V > 0 Je = S.Je,th.(1+eV/kTe)

 V < 0 Je = S.Je,th.exp(eV/kTe)
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Smart1 simulation
Fast Xe+ 

ni=10^14 m3

CEX Xe+ 

ni=10^14 m3

+50V IC
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Constant vs variable Te
Constant Te = 4eV Variable Te
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CRP ~ -2V

CRP ~ +15V

In-flight -2 
to 13V but 

peak 
around 130°
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SmallGEO simulation

SGEO ground potential vs Time
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Approach to predict the CRP taking into 
account the neutraliser grounding conf.

R

Electric 
circuit

Floating: R > 1 MΩ

Grounded: R = 0 & CRP = 0

Ion beam

Xe+

Backflow 
plasma

Xe+e-

e-

electrons

Spacecraft ground 
node VGROUND

Neutraliser node
VNTR

CRP = VNTR-VGROUND

Spacecraft surfaces 
nodes V1, V2, …

Mutual interaction

Source surface: SPIS requires it to be 
a node, but we ignore it in the circuit 

(with an almost infinte resistance) 
because it is not physical, just a 
numerical/geometrical artefact 

Ie = f(VNTR)

The law f is an input to the simulation from 
experimental data (like specific RIT4 test ) or 

theoretical prediction

Plume simulation
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Conclusion and ways forward
 Plume models for many EP thrusters have been 

implemented in SPIS and validated
 Plume axis: very good fit of experimental data
 High angles: same order of magnitude as on-ground data but 

slight underestimation (ratio ~1 to 4)

 The floating potentials calculated for Smart1 with 
« rough » modelling are in line with in-flight 
measurements
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Next months activities
 ONERA: provide Spis-Science developments for 

more realistic and easy modelling of e- current 
collected by IC + probe modelling (RPA…)

 Astrium/ONERA: make Poisson solver compatible 
with variable electron temperature

 Astrium/ONERA: merge AISEPS developments 
into current branch of SpisNum (including Spis-
Science and Spis-GEO)

 Astrium: update Smart1 simulations using these 
developments


